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We are seeking a Plumber to join our team! The selected individual will install and repair

water supply lines and drainage Responsibilities:Assemble and install plumbing

systemsTroubleshoot and repair pipe and pipeline systems Review blueprints and

building codes to determine optimal work proceduresMaintain and repair septic and

commercial sewer systemsPrepare written work cost estimates for clients Adhere to safety

policies and proceduresQualifications:Previous experience in plumbing, maintenance, or

other related fieldAbility to read blueprints and schematicsAbility to handle physical

workloadStrong troubleshooting and critical thinking skillsExcellent written and verbal

communication skills All candidates of interest are required to pass a RAMSAY test before an

offer is formerlyPhysical Requirements: The physical demands described here are

representative of those that must be met by an employee to perform the essential functions of

this jobReasonable accommodation may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to

perform the essential- Ability to lift 50-80Performs highly repetitive motions, stand for eight plus

hours, talk, and- Ability to climb ladders, stairways, use a man lift/scissor lift at ceiling

heights or above with proper safety equipment and work in non-air-conditioned- While

performing job duties, the associate will frequently walk, use hands to feel or handle, and

to reach with hands andFrequent exposure to oils and greases or- While performing job

duties, the associate will occasionally sit, climb or balance, stoop, kneel, crouch or crawl

andOccasional exposure to wet and/or humid conditions; high, precarious places; toxic or caustic

chemicals; outside weather conditions; extreme heat; and- Specific vision abilities required

by this job include close vision, distance vision, color vision, peripheral vision, depth
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perception, and the ability to adjust
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